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Abstract
Semantic segmentation algorithms that can robustly seg-
ment objects across multiple camera viewpoints are crucial
for assuring navigation and safety in emerging applications
such as autonomous driving. Existing algorithms treat each
image in isolation, but autonomous vehicles often revisit the
same locations or maintain information from the immediate
past. We propose a simple yet effective method for leverag-
ing these image priors to improve semantic segmentation of
images from sequential driving datasets. We examine sev-
eral methods to fuse these temporal scene priors, and in-
troduce a prior fusion network that is able to learn how
to transfer this information. The prior fusion model im-
proves the accuracy over the non-prior baseline from 69.1%
to 73.3% for dynamic classes, and from 88.2% to 89.1%
for static classes. Compared to models such as FCN-8, our
prior method achieves the same accuracy with 5× fewer pa-
rameters. We used a simple encoder decoder backbone, but
this general prior fusion method could be applied to more
complex semantic segmentation backbones. We also discuss
how structured representations of scenes in the form a scene
graph could be leveraged as priors to further improve scene
understanding.
1. Introduction
An autonomous vehicle is typically outfitted with sev-
eral sensor modalities which can be used for mapping the
environment [1] through which it drives (e.g Google self-
driving cars continuously map the campus and streets of
Mountain View, CA) [2]. Image data is often collected
and stored as visual maps during these traversals, including
often-revisited areas such as an intersection. These scene
priors, in the form of temporal video frames, can be in-
corporated into scene understanding algorithms to improve
the semantic segmentation of the scene. Earlier frames cap-
tured from a moving vehicle, within a time window of the
current scene, often share a high degree of visual coherence
(especially for objects in the distance) which can be lever-
aged in scene understanding algorithms. As seen in Figure
1, the image on the left provides a strong prior spatially:
the scene need not have the exact appearance to be useful
as the fundamental layout of the road, sidewalk and build-
ings represent a strong structural prior. Both recorded and
live video (e.g. data previous to the current scene) provide
a rich temporal prior and are a source of often unleveraged
data that can enhance scene understanding.
Modeling a prior is a challenging task. Some objects,
such as cars and pedestrians, are mobile and are not in the
same location between frames (or time steps). The appear-
ance of the scene can shift slightly, depending on the speed
of the objects. Therefore, it can be difficult to discern which
semantic labels to propagate from the prior to accurately
inform the current scene. Naive approaches for selection,
such as estimating the motion shift between frames, are
more useful for static scenes. Here we use a learned mod-
ule to determine from raw driving data how to propagate
information from the prior.
Figure 1. Scene Prior. The image on the left is a temporal prior
(one second previous) to the image on the right (representing the
current timestep and scene).
There are existing video-based approaches for semantic
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segmentation. Some are limited to only segmenting a lim-
ited number of objects per scene [3]. In [4], clockwork con-
vnets are used for video segmentation, however segmenta-
tion is done and evaluated on limited regions of a scene (e.g.
single car). A fully convolutional network (FCN-8 [5]) is
used, which has a significantly larger number of parameters
than our proposed approach (see Table 1). There is exist-
ing work which relies upon optical flow at inference time to
warp semantic segmentation labels from the previous frame
to the current, thereby increasing the network complexity
and computational cost. For example, in [6], FlowNet[7] is
incorporated as an input branch of the model, significantly
increasing then number of parameters in the model. Net-
Warp [8] also follows a similar approach and fuses higher-
level features from a previous frame that have been warped
using optical flow. We show in our preliminary approach
that we are able to do full scene segmentation with multi-
ple frames using a low complexity model. Our method is
an effective but simple learned feature fusion scheme that
does not require optical flow an inference. We apply this
method to a basic encoder-decoder framework, but it could
potentially be adapted to other more complex semantic seg-
mentation networks. We also discuss proposed future work
in which structured data in the form of a scene graph can
be derived from a prior and incorporated as an additional
source of a prior knowledge.
2. Methodology
2.1. Prior Fusion Network Architecture
We use a fully-convolutional encoder-decoder architec-
ture for semantic labeling, motivated by SegNet [9]. These
models feature a bottleneck stage, where the input image
in projected to a lower dimensional representation. We hy-
pothesize that this bottleneck representation could serve as
the location for incorporating prior knowledge before the
decoder network expands into a semantic representation.
We define a scene prior as an image of a given location
which has been captured at an earlier time step (such as
frames preceding the current frame). For our experiments,
we use a prior that was captured one second earlier. Early
experiments showed that using a frame too far in the past
to be more detrimental than helpful as the differences in the
scenes (both structurally and visually) were too high.
We tested three architectures:
• Baseline. Our baseline is a fully convolutional net-
work with eight layers. The encoder has 64-128-256-
512 features, and the decoder has 512-256-128-64 fea-
tures. This baseline had no access to the temporal
prior.
• Stacked Prior. In this naive model, the prior x0 and
the image x1 are stacked together, forming a multi-
channel input, and passed into a network that is identi-
cal to the baseline.
• Embedding Prior. In this approach, both the prior x0
and the image x1 are passed through an encoder with
identical structure to the baseline encoder (Figure 2,
top). The structure of the decoder is also identical to
the baseline model and the entire model is fine-tuned
from the baseline. To fuse the representations, we use
a learned weighted sum with a tanh activation func-
tion (module A in Figure 2), an idea borrowed from
recurrent neural networks [10]
A = tanh(Wx0ex0 +Wx1ex1)
ey1 = Wy1A
(1)
ex0 and ex1 are the incoming features from the prior
and input images to module A, and ey0 are the out-
going fused features. Using this formulation, the net-
work is able to learn how to transfer (via Wx0, Wx1
and Wy1) the prior features in the most effective way.
• Decoder Prior. This model is similar to the embed-
ding prior (Figure 2, bottom), except the prior is ap-
plied to the decoder, and the features fused at each
level of the decoder.
Importantly, the weights for the encoder-decoder are
shared between the prior network and the image network,
so the only difference in parameter count between the three
models above are small contributions from the A modules.
In early experiments, we also tested a naive approach of
concatenating the features at various levels of the encoder
and decoder (including bottleneck layer). While concate-
nation at the decoder level was more effective, the models
performed poorly, so we exclude these models.
3. Experimental Results
3.1. Dataset
Each model is trained using the CamVid road scene
dataset [11] which contains several driving sequences with
object class semantic labels, collected at various times of
the day. There are 367 train images and 233 test images.
Due to the small size of the dataset, models were initially
trained with 227 x 227 random image crops from the full
360 x 480 image as in [12], and then final models were fine-
tuned from these models using the full-sized images.
3.2. Prior Fusion Evaluation
We measured performance of scene segmentation using
three standard metrics [13]: global accuracy, class accuracy
and intersection-over-union (IoU). Global accuracy is the
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Figure 2. Multilevel Fusion Network Architectures. A com-
pact encoder-decoder network architecture is used with the addi-
tion embedding-level (top network architecture) and decoder-level
(bottom network architecture) prior fusion. Prior features are com-
bined using tanh activation functions, similar to those in recurrent
networks.
# Param (M) Class Global IoU
SegNet [9] 29.5 - 62.5 46.4
FCN-8 [5] 134.5 - 88.1 57.0
BL Enc-Dec 17.1 56.2 85.3 48.3
Stacked Prior 17.1 56.3 86.0 48.7
Embed Prior 24.2 60.5 88.0 53.7
Decoder Prior 26.5 64.7 88.9 57.0
Table 1. Semantic Segmentation Evaluation. Performance of
four semantic segmentation network variants on the CamVid test
set (with no class balancing), evaluated using global pixel accu-
racy, class accuracy and intersection over union. For model de-
scriptions, see Section 2.
overall mean per-pixel labeling accuracy and class accuracy
is the mean class-wise accuracy. Intersection-over-union is
the average of the intersection of the prediction and ground
truth regions over the union of them. As shown in Table
1, models that incorporate priors (Decoder Prior and Em-
bedding Prior) significantly outperform the baseline across
all three metrics in all cases. Even in the most basic prior
model using stacked inputs, we see a nominal improvement
over the baseline model.
Naively using a prior at the network input level is the
least effective approach, yielding less than a +1.0% increase
in all metrics. However, prior fusion improves most upon
all metrics when done at the decoder level over the base-
line. The global accuracy of per-pixel labeling increased
both for fusion models, by more than +3.6% in the best per-
forming model. Embedding prior fusion contributes to an
Static Objs Dynamic Objs
Baseline (no prior) 88.2 69.1
Embedding Prior +0.7% +4.2%
Decoder Prior +0.9% +3.8%
Table 2. Global Accuracy of Static and Dynamic Classes. Com-
parison of classes which are divided into static objects (e.g. build-
ings, roads, trees, etc.) and dynamic objects (e.g. pedestrians, car,
bicycles, etc.). The addition of a prior increases the accuracy of
both types of objects.
overall increase in global accuracy, class accuracy and IoU
(in the best case, an increase of +5.4% for IoU), indicating
that fusing at the bottleneck layer alone, which has rich se-
mantic (yet coarse) features, has significant impact on both
fine-grained and coarser feature classes. Importantly, when
priors are fused at different feature resolutions throughout
the decoder, all metrics further increase above the embed-
ding prior, especially for class accuracy and IoU (+4.2%
and +3.3%, respectively). Since higher frequency classes
such as sky, building, road, etc. tend to dominate class accu-
racy [9][14], this result suggests that the fusion models may
increase the accuracy of object classes with low frequency,
such as pedestrians, bicyclists, street signs, etc. Our models
have not been pretrained on large datasets such as ImageNet
[15] and could most likely benefit in performance from such
pretraining [12].
As seen in the top half of Table 1, we outperform the
original SegNet [9], which uses a larger number of param-
eters, in both mean IoU and global accuracy significantly.
We achieve this by modifying the original SegNet archi-
tecture to reduce parameter count and incorporate priors,
We also match the widely-used FCN-8 model [5] in perfor-
mance, while using 5× fewer parameters. While our model
is not state-of-the-art, the significant performance increases
we see hold promise that our method could be applied to
other types of architectures.
The performance improvement from incorporating pri-
ors is significantly enhanced when we examine dynamic
versus static objects. We divided the CamVid object classes
into static objects (e.g. buildings, roads, light posts, signs,
trees, etc.) and dynamic objects (e.g. pedestrians, cyclists,
cars, etc.). The global accuracy for both for is reported in
Table 2. Importantly, we observed that the priors had a sig-
nificant impact on the semantic segmentation of dynamic
objects (73.3% versus 69.1%), which is consistent with our
expectation that objects which tend to be of smaller size,
lower frequency, and significant pixel translations, would
have improved accuracy with our temporal prior.
Overall, priors decrease the spurious semantic labeling
of pixels, which can be seen in Figure 3. Note that the prior
model (fifth column) reduces a lot of noise in the pixel la-
beling and improves the labelling for fine-grained feature
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Figure 3. Semantic Segmentation with Priors. Qualitative comparison of semantically labeled images for networks which use and do
not use priors. Results from the baseline model are shown in the fourth column and Decoder Prior (our best-performing model) in the last
column.
classes such as pedestrian and street sign, when compared
to the baseline model.
Figure 4. Prior Fusion with Scene Graphs. A generic fusion
scheme for incorporating scene graphs, a semantically-rich struc-
tured representation of scene, into a prior fusion network. A graph
CNN (G-CNN) can be used to convert the scene graph into a
learned feature representation.
4. Future Work
In future work, we plan to examine how other represen-
tations of the scene, such as scene graphs, could be pro-
vided as structured prior knowledge for the network to ex-
ploit. Scene graphs encode semantic relationships between
objects in an image, such as ”car, next to, road” and , as
illustrated in Figure 4. There we show a generic scheme
for incorporating scene graphs from the prior, where ob-
jects bounding boxes from the semantic segmentation prior
are structured as a scene graph (similar to how synthetic
scene graphs are generated with the COCO dataset for im-
age synthesis [16]). This structured data could then be
passed through a graph convolutional neural network (G-
CNN), which passes information along graph edges [16]),
to produce an embedding representation of the scene. As
part of future research, we seek to determine the best fusion
scheme for these features, beyond incorporating them at the
bottleneck layer. We also plan to examine how the output
of the G-CNN network can be leveraged for relocalization
purposes during navigation tasks. The scene graph embed-
ding is a low-dimensional representation of a scene which
can be searched and indexed efficiently in a stored map with
key frames, such as those used in SLAM. We are motivated
by [17], which incorporates semantic knowledge, derived
from knowledge graphs, as a prior in a reinforcement learn-
ing human navigation task. This leads us to believe that
scene graphs would be effective form of prior knowledge
to improve as semantic segmentation and potentially other
scene understanding algorithms.
Unlike previous work [8] [6], we propose only using op-
tical flow at training time. We can use the optical flow to
”flow” (project) the per-pixel semantic segmentation pre-
diction from the prior to the current input image; this gives
us an approximation of ground truth for the input image.
We can incorporate this data to train our model in an unsu-
pervised way, where flowed ground truth can be used in an
auxiliary cross-entropy loss for predicting the class labels
in the input image. Time step processing for prior and input
images can also be bilateral, where prior becomes input and
input becomes prior.
We have demonstrated our method on a generic encoder-
decoder backbone model, however we believe this could
be extended to other backbone modes such as an FCN-
DenseNet. Perceptual loss [18], which uses the L2 dif-
ferences between high-level image feature representations
(rather than regular pixel values), could be incorporated into
the model using the prior and input image as inputs.
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5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the addition of prior knowl-
edge to a deep convolutional network can increase the per-
formance of semantic segmentation, particularly for dy-
namic objects. We introduce a method using a learned fu-
sion module to incorporate prior information, and demon-
strate that fusing at multiple feature resolutions improves
performance. Our model outperforms several models of
comparable size and structure and is effective in increasing
the accuracy of low frequency classes. This general fusion
technique could also be applied to other models beyond the
encoder-decoder model architecture.
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